You will receive the optimal solution for your specific application with our units as
they are backed by 160 years of combined experience, knowledge, and engineering
know-how.

Do you want to relieve some of your safety concerns while
operating your equipment? Rest assured, because our units are
built in conformance to NEC electrical codes. In addition, units
have an organized electrical panel layout, which will make
servicing the machine quick and easy too.

Don’t be held hostage by other suppliers who offer proprietary designs that lead to costly
replacement parts. All Delta T units are designed with “off-the-shelf” components which
allow you to obtain parts from multiple sources. Want to shop 20-30% below average costs
for your parts, then check out our Delta T Parts Store (www.deltatparts.com).

Want to change fewer components, less frequently, all while reducing your energy
usage? With our properly louvered panels and fully insulated heater tank, you will
maximize the heating efficiency and extend the life of the components.

Are you tired of equipment that does not stand up in typical
production facility? With Delta T you can expect to receive a unit
that is designed to work in a wide variety of industrial
environments. From heavy duty 3” casters to a solidly designed
heavy gauge, finished sheet metal cabinet, our units withstand
the test of time both inside and out.

Are you frustrated with automated phone prompts and voicemail? Get your
questions answered quickly. When you call, we answer!

All Delta T units are manufactured with the highest quality and care here in the
United States, which offers you a higher value and makes good economic sense.

We know that you want to receive your equipment in a safe, timely, and operable
manner. All Delta T units are fully inspected and tested, and then shipped in a
custom made wood crate to ensure the integrity of the unit when it hits your dock.
This will allow you to “plug and play” as soon as your unit arrives.

The pump in our water units is horizontally mounted which promotes extended seal
life to minimize downtime and save you money.
Our standard pressure gauges in our water units are liquid filled and include
“snubbers” to help extend the life of the gauges by dampening continuous pressure
pulsations.
Our oil units use a positive displacement, mechanical seal pump making it easier to
vent air and moisture out of the system reducing startup time.

